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1956 SUEZ CRISIS



[LaFeber - America, Russia, and the Cold War]



Question: Who was concerned and what was at stake? Context: decolonization; Bandung Conference (non-alignment); East-West conflict USA worried that Middle East countries become neutral or would even ally with the eastern bloc * Iranian nationalist movement in early 1950's: Mossadegh (with Soviet economic support) vs. Shah; 1953 - Shah led successful coup supported by USA -- oil fields at stake * Egypt 1952 Colonel Abdel Nasser overthrows corrupt King Farouk/ 1954 Nasser assumes power with program of economic and land reform; Aswan Dam to develop electricity & agriculture; control of Suez Canal (anti-colonialism) Sept. 1954 - negotiations re: canal led to Anglo-Egyptian agreement: - British technicians to operate canal - British troops to evacuate region by 1956 (expiration of lease) (troops could return to defend canal if Egypt or other Arab country attacked by any nation other than Israel). * 1955 Baghdad Pact to stabilize region against USSR (Britain, Turkey, Iraq, Iran, Pakistan). Egypt remains 'neutral'; USA led, but not a member * Feb. 1955 Israeli raid into disputed Gaza Strip (Palestinian refugees) to counter fedayeen/terrorists attacks; Egyptian Army HQ destroyed * Some consequences: Nasser looks to western and communist powers to modernize military; communists eager to weaken Baghdad Pact Czech arms & Soviet experts to Egypt * Dec. 1955 Aswan Dam - USA and Britain offer to provide initial financing of project with $1.3 billion through World Bank * May 1956 Nasser strengthens links with communist powers: withdraws recognition of Chiang-Kai-Shek and recognizes PRC military alliance of Arab states against Israel continued support of Arab nationalists in ME and N.Africa * July 1956 Aid for dam withdrawn in order to force Nasser to abandon reliance on communist gov'ts; or to topple Nasser [US China Lobby joins with US Southern Senators to criticize policy supporting Egyptian cotton (crop-land created by dam) in competition with US cotton) CRISIS begins: * End of July - Nasser announces seizure of canal from Britain & France by nationalizing Universal Suez Canal Company and using $25 million in profit from canal revenues to finance Aswan Dam building



Nasser to compensate shareholders and keep waterway open Response: Br. and Fr. don't trust Nasser to control canal and their supply of oil (67 million tons in 1955) Oct. 24 Br. Fr. and Israel agree to attack (Israel's goals: topple Nasser and hurt Arab unity; stop fedayeen attacks; open Egyptian blockade of Gulf of Aquaba USA will not sanction attack; breakdown in talks betw. Dulles & Eden [At the same moment as Suez crisis is reaching climax, forces unleashed by Khrushchev in his denunciation of Stalin in 1956 speech brings unrest to Poland (resolved with threat, but not use of Soviet military), and Hungary where Nagy demands removal of Soviet troops; tanks move to outskirts of Budapest (Oct. 28)] Oct. 29 Israelis attack Sinai; Oct.30 Br. and Fr. give ultimatum to both Israel and Egypt to keep their forces away from canal Nasser rejects ultimatum [Oct. 31 Nagy calls for Hungary to leave Warsaw Pact; Soviets seize on opportunity (as world watches Br. and Fr. move troops towards Suez canal) to move tanks into Budapest and suppress uprising; now Khrushchev ready to intervene in Suez] -Khrushchev suggests Russo-American settlement; threatens use of force unless Anglo-French forces withdraw -USA puts pressure on Br. and Fr. passing UN resolution calling for truce (Br. and Fr. veto but Assembly votes to condemn them whereby world opinion forces settlement); USA also cuts off Latin American oil to Br. and Fr. -UN Emergency Force restores canal area to Egyptian control (a success for UN) Consequences: *humiliation for Br. and Fr./ new balance of power in favor of newly emerging people at expense of older, powerful nations *Nasser's prestige soars as leader of Arab nationalism *Egyptians reduce oil exports to W. Europe creating temporary rationing *Nuri -es-Said of Iraq (pro-British) angers other Arab states; murdered in 1958 *Algerians encouraged in war against French * Israel damages Egyptian military, but forced to return captured Sinai * Suez crisis weakens Baghdad Pact; Russian aid replaces USA to Egypt **Eisenhower Doctrine: expand US economic and military support (including troops) to Middle East if any nation in region requests help against communist- instigated aggression (cf. Truman Doctrine) [Example of doctrine's application: USA sends $10 million to King Hussein of Jordan against pro-Nasserite attacks in his country; couldn't really claim defense against communist aggression, but rather «preservation of independence of countries of ME]
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The Cold War 

annihilation / weapons of mass destruction/ the Soviet Union/ the Allied Army/ ... Plan and the Comecon : it's critical upon the Soviet Union ; Comecon's exactly the ... http://history.howstuffworks.com/cold-war/the-cold-war-timeline.htm/printable.
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US-CUBA RELATIONS AND MISSILE CRISIS, 1959-1962 Cold War 

Cold War Context: - 1957 (Sputnik and ICBM program) and 1961 (Berlin Wall) leads to rapid military build up by USA while Soviets hoping still to neutralize ...
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The Beginnings of the Cold War 

conspiration with pro-Soviet elements (Communist Parties) in capitalist countries ... impose capitalism on European countries) ... The origins of the Korean War:.
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The Final Chapters of the Cold War (1970s and 1980s) 

arms reductions (for example the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces Treaty (INF) signed in ... removed more than 2,600 medium-range nuclear missiles from Europe). ... Cartoon by S. Huffaker, Rome News Tribune, 2004, Â©caglecartoons.com.
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historical interpretations of the origins of the cold war 

A. Stalin and the Soviets were to blame for the cold war. The setting up ... B. The US used provocative measures to establish its influence in Europe after the war.
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Cold War in Guinea: The Rassemblement DÃ©mocratique ... - jstor 

doi: Io.107/Soo2I853707002551 Printed in the United Kingdom. COLD WAR IN GUINEA: THE RASSEMBLEMENT. DEMOCRATIQUE AFRICAIN AND THE.
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Cold War in Guinea: The Rassemblement DÃ©mocratique ... - jstor 

struggle for control of the political agenda between grassroots activists on the political Left and the party's leadership. It was neither an aberration nor a fiat from ...
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Early Cold War docs page 2 

MARSHALL. AID. Moscow. Berlin. Sorot Zone. Traditional Russian ambitions. Heuncany Rumane. Bucharest elack Sea. YUGOSLAV. LGARIA. ALBANA. Tirana.
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Emergence of Cold war 1945-1949 

Formation of the NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organisation) formed, against Soviet threat in. April 1949. USSR's responsabililty: Stalin starts to create tensions at ...
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The Art and Science of Cold Reading 

If you do use Tarot cards, it is a good idea to take the â€œDeathâ€� and â€œHangmanâ€� cards ..... summary documents available in downloadable Adobe Acrobat PDF format. ...... It is often difficult for your wife to control her emotions when you disag
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The Art and Science of Cold Reading 

This concise, how-to manual takes you step-by-step through the process of developing ... unknown subject's life â€“ past, present and future.â€� This process begins ...
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Accounting and the financial crisis - Yuri Biondi 

Special Panel for the American Accounting Association Annual Meeting, ... problems with the size of financial institutions (firms) and with the proper accounting ...
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What was the role of the arms race in the Cold War? key area of 

in war at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. â€¢. [1948- USA B-29 bombers ready on UK airstrips during. Berlin Blockade crisis]. â€¢. 1949- USSR first atomic test. â€¢. 1952- USA ...
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War and the logistics of perception 

The mass media, at first thought to have been overtaken by this revolution, have, on .... 6 On the other side of the screen, viewers succumb se- renely to reports ... steer a course between professional ethics and market demand, like. Ulysses ...
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Europe and the Global Crisis - Francesco Saraceno 

Euro area 12 OECD countries. Source: OECD Economic Outlook. âœ“Not only the credit reduction: firms tend to use their own cash flow to. Not only the credit ...
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Forward Sweep and The Great Tire Crisis 

!8)*(A8-A7)/144;. (9)*(A9-A8)/144| .... weight appears in cell B20, the fuselage sta- tion of the ... into cells D5 and E5, then copy the formulas down to row 26 as ...
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eu russia relations in crisis libro inglese vari dbid x 
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State of the Union: The Financial Crisis and the ECB's 

State of the Union: The Financial Crisis and the ... 9600 Garsington Road, Oxford OX4 2DQ, UK and 350 Main Street, Malden, MA 02148, ... United States (see Figure 1). .... Fourth, in order to address euro area banks' needs to fund their US dollar ...
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Cold and Hot Forging 

economy, the importance of information technology in the forge shop, and, finally, ... This publication is being made available in PDF format as a benefit to ... You may download and print a copy of this publication for your personal use only. ..... 
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America: Dreams and Nightmares The Life and ... - Theatre En Anglais 

into the march, at the Edmund Pettus Bridge, state troopers and local law ... John Lewis was knocked unconscious and ... At the election, Clark lost as blacks.
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The 2007â€“2009 Financial Crisis and the European Central Bank 

Jan 15, 2010 - questions the foundation of the euro and its central bank, the .... highest level of inflation in the OECD and the euro area since the early 1990's.
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The financial crisis and the criticism addressed to ... - Eleni Iliopulos 

The financial crisis and the criticism addressed to modern macroeconomics. Here you find in the following a list of mandatory reading concerning the debate on ...
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